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What are we here to learn about?



CH: 2,4 & 6 I want My MTV Netflix & Hulu

We All Have Our Stations in Life



Floppy
CD

USB

The Cloud

Building efficiency in our resources.





Shared
Dedicated

Enterprise
Cloud

Severless

Tough, Tiresome & Taxing



Resources required for maintaining your website are 

spread across more than one web server, and are 

rendered as per need basis.

● Reduces the chances of any downtimes.

● Allows you to manage peak loads easily. 

● A cluster of servers that work together.

Cloud Hosting is Divide & Rule





The software isn't running on 
a server that you can access. 
• You don't own those 

servers. 
• You can't log in to the 

servers. 
• Managed by a cloud 3rd 

party.

Not the usual server process



What if we broke 

down the 

components of a 

server 

architecture? 



It is no longer ideal to simply host a 

modern web application on a 

Linux/Apache/MySQL/PHP (LAMP) 

stack.

A Modern Web Application Stack 



Each new fork 
of the code 

causes additional 
inefficiencies.



It’s to big and to tough. 
Managing on your own risks limiting growth.  



… it's never seen a price drop, we're still paying 
1998 prices for data transfer. It's really the cloud's 
Achilles heel. 

- Corey Quinn,  @QuinnyPig

James Sanders. “AWS billing is broken and Kubernetes won't last, says irreverent cloud economist Corey Quinn.” TechRepublic. CBS Interactive.    4 Oct 2019, 

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/aws-billing-is-broken-and-kubernetes-wont-last-says-irreverent-economist-corey-quinn/ 



Over Provisioned Infrastructure
With low Utilization





Complex 
Cloud
Computing
Cloud Computing is here,
& everyone has a unique 
recipe.



Those with knowledge to manage 
a unique infrastructure will see

undeniable growth.



3,500,000+ 
Blocked Attacks Per Day

200,000+
Daily Transactions

99.999% 
Uptime

Secure

Scalable

In Service



Imagine you had a team who managed 
and built a hosting 

platform with a promise of 
unlimited growth, and 
undeniable security.



Engineered 
for simplicity.



Tools for 
Growth













A team there to support you;
whenever you need it.



Do we do more than 

stare at screens?

No.
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